April 4th 1984

CSUSB
New Office Building Approved

The college proposal to make a faculty office building the next addition to the campus received the support of the CSU Board of Trustees, meeting Wednesday in Sacramento. The college now is seeking funds for the architectural drawings work. The request, to include $128,000 for preliminary plans and working drawings for a faculty office building, was submitted to the Assembly Ways and Means Subcommittee II by Bill Leonard. The request to submit this building for a previously submitted Theater Arts Building also received the strong endorsement of our other legislators. Terry Goggin and Steve Clure, said President Anthony H. Evans.

The college's original request for a Theatre Arts Building was not included by the governor in the budget he submitted to the Legislature. With the support of the Governor's Office, the college has withdrawn this project in favor of the office building.

The proposed building would contain 81 faculty offices, 21,567 square feet, in two stories to be located slightly southwest of the Physical Sciences Building. The structure would be the first phase of the future Health Science Building and would be designed to permit later addition of classrooms. The goal is to have the first phase completed in August 1987.

"The new building will make it possible for us to meet the needs of an increasing student body by providing offices for additional faculty and by freeing spaces that have been temporarily converted to faculty offices," said President Evans. It also would permit the college to remove three trailers located behind the Student Services Building.

Cal State Hosts Open House

From the desert to the sea—from a camel to a whale—and from the arts to the sports, a burgeoning range of activities is being planned for April 27-28. The real, live camel is being brought to the campus under the sponsorship of the Student Animal Association. The animal is a gift of the San Bernardino-Crab Potaire Company in memory of its late owner, Dr. S. Brecher. The camel will be on hand for the opening ceremony of the annual Festival of the Arts at 11 a.m. and 4 p.m., although activities will occur between 11 a.m. and 4 p.m., although ME Festival exhibits will be open until 6 p.m.

"We're trying to retrieve a simile of a 22-foot whale, is an exhibit in the Art Gallery and the sale of student art works. Sports activities, centering around the Physical Education complex, will include softball, tennis and soccer plus the Heart Association's 5-10 K runs early in the morning.

The proud creator of "The Whale" stands with his created brainchild before its shipment to Cal State for open house.

Financial Aid Options

by Betty Lou Massey

Are you low on cash? A college education is expensive, but there are many monetary resources available to students.

The numerous financial aid programs available include Pell Grants, Guaranteed Student Loans, and Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants, just to name a few. Which programs and the amount of aid a student receives for is determined by the Student Aid Commission and based upon individual needs. "Most forms of financial aid are obtained by first submitting the Student Aid Application for California (SAAC) to the Student Aid Commission, where individual student financial needs are evaluated," said Rita Cohn, financial aid advisor at Cal State.

Pell Grants are available for undergraduate study. The amount received annually may range from $200 to $1800, determined by the total costs of education and the student's enrollment status. Undergraduates working on their first degree, carrying at least six units and making satisfactory progress toward completion of their course of study may be eligible for the Pell Grant.

College work study programs allow students to engage in employment on campus, thereby contributing to their educational expense. "The Federal Government supplies all work study monies, and jobs are obtained on a first-come, first-serve basis," said Cohn. Also available are privately-funded scholarships ranging in value from $500 to $1200 yearly, averaging between $500 and $600. Educational Opportunity Grants must be accompanied by two letters of recommendation submitted by a professor or counselor, as well as a short autobiographical statement by the applicant.

The Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) extends beyond the area of financial aid, offering multiple supportive services to the students at Cal State who have been at a disadvantage either financially or academically. Students demonstrating the potential for success in college, but not meeting the regular admission requirements, are given special individualized help through the Federal Supplemental Educational Opportunity Program (SEOP). Financial aid is also available for graduate study and for undergraduate study at the master's level. Scholarships are available for graduate study as well. Financial aid is also available for summer study, and for undergraduate study at the master's level. Scholarships are available for graduate study as well. Financial aid is also available for summer study, and for undergraduate study at the master's level. Scholarships are available for graduate study as well. Financial aid is also available for summer study, and for undergraduate study at the master's level. Scholarships are available for graduate study as well.
Breaking Into Accounting

Recently, the California State San Bernardino Accounting Association sponsored speaker Walt Bausman of Becker CPA Company in Los Angeles. He spoke on Stress and Interviewing Techniques. Mr. Bausman, who has been an accountant for 14 years, graduated in 1969 from Long Beach University.

"What do I do now that I have 164 units in Accounting," he asked, posing a hypothetical question. He said the first step is getting an interview and getting ready for it. "Be prepared and try to talk like a professional," he said. One important question interviewers ask is, "What do you know about our company?" Bausman suggested that you take about fifteen minutes and explain your career goals and what you want to do. What are some other things that the interviewer looks for? "He looks for confidence," Bausman said. "The resume makes it interesting and may get you the interview, but the real need is a good command of communications skills. Especially if you have a resume very carefully before submitting it," he suggested.

"On the date of the interview dress professionally," he said. "Look out for the high stress questions. "Who do you like better, your mother or father?" The interviewer will be watching you reaction and poise. Show a positive attitude. Be witty in your communication never let rejection take over," Bausman said.

Bausman's presentation concluded with a question: "Who are you?" He suggested that you bring in things into the interview room such as paper and pencil for note taking. "No, Pen Pal paper are neither positive or negative," Bausman said.

Bausman's company, the Backman CPA Company, at 15700 Ventura Blvd. Encino, California 91436 provides accounting services since last August, has left the college and is entering private industry. A national search is being conducted for the new executive dean. Dean of Students Peter A. Wilson will head the search committee. Faculty Senate constituent groups are currently electing representatives to this search committee. In the associate vice president for academic resources.

Making History

The Fourth Annual Intramural Canoe Race will be held Friday, April 6, 1984. Cal State students, faculty, and the staff are eligible to compete in the race which is to be held at Glen Helen Regional Park. Each team must be comprised of one male and one female. Prizes and souvenirs will be awarded to participants. Canoes, paddles, and life jackets will be provided.

This event is sponsored by Anheuser-Busch, Inc. For more information call Joe Long at 887-7564 or 7561.

Financial Aid

The EOP program, which is designed specifically for economically disadvantaged students. The personal tutoring, counseling and encouragement they have received to keep up my grades has been very fruitful," Moses said. Moses is currently working on his master's degree in criminal justice.

Students are reminded that with the increase of college students, the amount of funding available has been reduced, and those who apply need to be more likely to receive their maximum benefits.

Additional information regarding financial aid may be obtained from the Financial Aid Office, located in room 143 of the Student Service Building, Monday through Fridays between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Preparing for a Career

"Would you buy a hot dog from these people?" Over one-thousand Cal State students have.

by Greg Timpany

Of the many reasons for going to college, one of the most popular has got to be "preparing for a career." Everyone who is a student making a living now. Instead of students gain hands-on experience as a supplement to classroom learning. An excellent way to gain that additional experience is to join a student organization. These organizations provide students an opportunity to meet business professionals, go on educational fieldtrips, and work on research oriented projects. They also give students the opportunity to meet new friends. These organizations create an environment that is conducive to professional and social growth.

This quarter the Cal State Marketing Association (CSMA) is putting together a program centered around Career Development. The CSMA is open to students from all majors. Not only will you learn more about the field of marketing, but you will learn how to market yourself more effectively. This could be the key in beating out the competition in the job market.

The quarter's first meeting will take place on April 5 at noon in the Senate Chambers of the Student Union. Also this quarter the CSMA is sponsoring several evening meetings and other activities. The first meeting will be taking place on April 12 at 5 p.m. in the Senate Chambers. On the nineteenth night of April there will be a resume writing workshop in the Senate Chambers. If you are interested in bettering your chances in the job market, and would like more information about the CSMA then contact Mitch Slagerman at 887-7718.

It will be taking place in the Lower Commons at noon.

Joining Alpha Kappa Psi is not easy, it is required that a pledge session be completed before a person can be granted membership. The professional nature of the fraternity forbids any hazing.

It is a challenge, but if you accept the challenge and succeed Alpha Kappa Psi will be with you throughout your professional career. If you would like more information you can contact Todd Turoci in Mogave room 131, or Drs. Sirotnik, Pierce, or Manya.
Faculty Epidemic

It is quite evident that the students in our school have no control over the health of other students in the classroom. We all have a duty to keep ourselves healthy and if we are ill and are vehicles of a transmittable germ, we understand we should keep ourselves at home until we become well enough to return to the classroom. This is all common sense to us, sure, but does it apply to everyone in the classroom? What about the faculty? Isn’t it also the responsibility of the instructor to maintain his/her health at an acceptable level? If not, is it not his/her responsibility to warn the students and other members of the faculty that they are in possible danger of impairment to their physical well-being?

These questions and others were raised in a recent meeting of the staff of this publication concerning some information received recently. On Tuesday, March 5th, the Chronicle received confidential information from a nurse at the Campus Health Center that many of the faculty, especially from the Physical Education Building, were paying frequent, secret visits to the health center. The nurse, who’s name she requested be kept confidential, said she felt obliged to phone the office of the Chronicle because “I feel students should be aware of what’s going on.” She explained further that nature of the complaints the instructors had and how the symptoms fell into a common category that “could have some serious side-effects should complications arise.” When the Chronicle asked if the students were in any kind of danger she said yes, the symptoms of which they complained defined a physical anomaly that is transmittable in public places, found especially in the Physical Education Department. The nurse also refused to offer names of the affected faculty members that allegedly “sneaked” into the offices of the Health Center. Even the secretaries were kept from knowing about the appointments, she told the Chronicle. “I really felt it important to take the step in calling,” she concluded, “so I strongly suggest to anyone planning on using the showering facilities in the Physical Education Building that they bring a fresh can of Desenex powder and that they wear their running shoes while showering to keep the Athlete’s Foot under control.”

I.L.L. Gains Momentum

Members of the International Lethargic League, wake up! Idle Industries has just sent out its yearly newsletter (miracles never cease) and has informed us of the league’s mascot. The only animal they could find that showed our characteristic lack of vigor and our spirit of indolence is the three-toed sloth. This anima is “very lazy and sleeps 23 1/2 hours a day (between naps) and the other half hour is spent eating, of course; however that is optional.”

If you feel like it, you can send away for a free T-shirt you get with your lifetime membership ($10.95). The address is Idle Industries, P.O. Box 3252, Ventura, CA 93006 (a legit company and address, folks). The shirt comes “complete with instructions” and “shows you are an I.L.L. Team Captain (there is only one player per team so you have to be the Captain—couldn’t get any more members that than together at one time anyway).” Try not to forget to include your T-shirt size. “They only come in one color, denimm blue (it was easier that way, besides it doesn’t show the dirt so you won’t have to wash it so often).”

Finally, in this brief newsletter, we were informed that “there will be no lethargists competing in the upcoming Olympic Games (no one showed up for the tryouts).”

Lastly, forget about the field trip. The plans are just too much of a hassle.

Chronicle Staff Bored to Death: Film at 11!

We have a new basketball coach here at Cal State. Rock Roach, the famous coach, has been working with a group of players in order to form a team to represent this campus in inter-collegiate sports. Coach Roach reports there has been tremendous improvement since he started working with our men.

"Before I got here," the Coach explained, "these guys couldn't even dribble." But through hard work and true team spirit, this initial barrier was soon overcome. "Now they dribble—all over the place. It does my heart good to see these boys dribble. I see them dribbling in the men's room and outside the girls locker room. I've even seen them dribbling at the water fountain." It is quite an honor that Coach Roach came to Cal State since he gave a thriving business to do so. The Coach told me, "I had a catering truck business called the Roach Coach. Roaches were all over this city." He also gave up his nationally advertised chain of Roach Mobiles.

To the sports fans, that we can keep the good coach and that he doesn't get fed a lot of garbage by the administration.

Classifieds

Need English tutor, phone 123-4567. Mothers, Inc. House calls. We'll do everything but tell the dirty laundry. Consolation, advice and clean your room—looks like a cyclone hit it up booster. No calls past 3 p.m. (it's past your bedtime). Things going well? Are youEdit? Have you a family, and a career with incredible ease and happiness? Looking good! Look again. Nitpick Unlimited is dedicated to opening the eyes of unfortunate people like you. Our services are guaranteed. We will find something wrong with you. Call 222-2222.

Put your car wash for a beer and tomato. Call 333-3333.

Personal: Warm, exuberant, unfailing person desires someone who won't shatter the myth. 854-2560.

Roommate wanted: any undesired, sloppy and noisy male, female, drag or drag spread to share a two-roomed barn in Barstow at a reasonable price. Call Joe's Gas Station and leave a message 321-0012.

Ever need a paper that sloppy look? If you answered yes, then the Ungerproof Typing Co. is just for you. The inexperienced typists here have never typed a paper before, so better contact them as early as possible. Guaranteed satisfaction at an outrageous price. Call 550-
Campus Endures Reign Of Terror

by Hortense Hiller

Unbeknownst to most of the Cal State community until last Sunday, the first of April, marked the end of a reign of terror which gripped the college for an entire week. The cause of the damage to the campus, which has been estimated at over $21,972, was not the usual barrage of 60 mile an hour winds, nor a riot of students celebrating the end of final exams. Horrifyingly enough, the cause of this damage, and the ensuing attempt by college officials to cover up the story, was an attack upon Cal State of gophers over 75 feet tall.

The first cause for alarm was when a car driven by Mrs. Myra Typo, Secretary to the Dean of Illicit Student Affairs at Cal State, fell into a huge chunk hole in the middle of the parking lot on the west side of the campus. After an unharmed Mrs. Typo and her 1961 Chevy were rescued from the hole, it was discovered that this was no ordinary chunk hole. Further inspection revealed several half-eaten trees, a red Volkswagen, two picnic tables and a steel backstop where the damage was expected. More importantly, on the surface of the ground inside of and surrounding the hole were huge footprints measuring twenty feet long and five feet in width. Beside the footprint, a huge bicuspid tooth was found, and identified as that of a gopher.

Immediately following the discovery of the evidence, an urgent call was placed to Dr. Herbert Wattarat from the California State Colleges and Universities Department of Safety and Protection, Extremely Large Rodents Division. By the time Dr. Wattarat and his team of Rodent Attack Termination Squad (RATS) specialists arrived at the scene, eleven of the giant gophers had trapped all of the faculty members and student residents remaining during the break between quarters inside of the library.

The fifteen hostages lived off of stale cookies and warm orange juice that they were able to buy out of the machines south of the campus. After three harrowing days, with the reference books, the hostages were released by the gophers in exchange for twelve tons of gopher food.

After their release, the fifteen hostages were ordered by unnamed Cal State officials to keep quiet about their ordeal. The Cal State Chronicle has learned from sources close to the administration that the officials were afraid that the story might cause a panic within the campus community, and there have also been rumors that any leak of the event would hamper negotiations for a book deal about the gophers' siege.

Four days after the release of the fifteen hostages, and over $7,000 worth of gopher food, Dr. Wattarat and his team managed to finally rid the campus of the moatstrous rodents. At an unsuccessful attempt to lead the gophers away by hiring a band of oboe players to entice the animals into following them with their music, Dr. Wattarat decided to rent a man dressed up in a rabbit suit that resembled a gopher to try and lure the rodents away. The man inside the suit, Mr. Murray Murphy is a delivery man for a local singing telegram company. The huge gophers chased Murphy into the brush area surrounding the college, and eventually led him to the aqueduct. There the unsuspecting gophers were hit with a huge wall of water that had been ordered turned on by Dr. Wattarat, and the gophers were washed away.

The performances put in by Bugs Bunny and his nemesis Elmer Fudd are adequate concerning the poor dialogue they must work with. But Bunny's character is never allowed to reveal any other side to himself than the foxy, defiant character we always see. Mr. Fudd does another top-notch job of acting, though his many years on the show are obviously catching up with the veteran actor, and it is unfortunate, but clearly evident that the director had to use a stunt double for Fudd in the chase scenes.

With its pitiful writing and adequate acting, the only redeeming quality of "That Hilarious Hare" is that once again true job of scenery done by the Looney Tunes art staff. The nature scenes that always serve as a backdrop for the rabbit's antics are vibrant, yet subtle enough not to take anything away from the action. It is too bad that the very talented art staff at Looney Tunes is so confined in doing these tired old episodes. The production company and ABC should finally realize that these episodes are worn out and that the television audience would be better off watching the old episodes that have become such classics. On the Mary Franklin Scale "That Hilarious Hare" gets a lowly 3. As Elmer Fudd would say, "Sowwy".

PICTURE NOT AVAILABLE

T.V. Review: Why Bother?

by Mary Franklin

Since the first remake of the movie "Jaws" a few years ago, Hollywood has rolled out a seemingly endless number of mostly poor-quality sequels to popular films. Since television is not immune to the repetition and redundancy himself, the small screen has also spewed out sequels to popular films. Since the first remake of the movie "Jaws" a few years ago, the on-going battle between Bugs Bunny and Elmer Fudd this coming Saturday, has doled out millions of dollars to the production company and ABC for promoting the new release, it is this outcome of the story will be. The episode can tell what the plot and dialogue is totally predictable. I believe writers have failed to introduce any new slapstick scenes, and the dialogue is totally predictable. I counted fifteen "What's Up Doc?" remarks alone in this four minute episode!

With its pitiful writing and adequate acting, the only redeeming quality of "That Hilarious Hare" is that once again true job of scenery done by the Looney Tunes art staff. The nature scenes that always serve as a backdrop for the rabbit's antics are vibrant, yet subtle enough not to take anything away from the action. It is too bad that the very talented art staff at Looney Tunes is so confined in doing these tired old episodes. The production company and ABC should finally realize that these episodes are worn out and that the television audience would be better off watching the old episodes that have become such classics. On the Mary Franklin Scale "That Hilarious Hare" gets a lowly 3. As Elmer Fudd would say, "Sowwy".

HANDCRAFTED MANNEQUINS ARE NOW ON DISPLAY IN STUDENT ART GALLERY 3.
Canada’s Bear of Beers is here!

Down from the North Woods of Canada comes Grizzly Beer. Not just another Canadian beer, but a rare breed of brew. An authentic Canadian lager—naturally aged, so it’s remarkably smooth. With a flavor no other Canadian beer can stand up to. The bear of beers is here!
CLASSIFIEDS

Land For Sale in and near beautiful Wrangell: St. Elias Park. One-half to 40 acres. Enclose a stamped self-addressed envelope and write Adina B., Knudsen P.O. Box 78, Chitina, Alaska. 99566-0026. 4/4

### Professional Typlist available to do any type of special orders.
Reasonable rates. Call 582-6667.

### MANAGEMENT TRAINEE:
For the right individual with executive potential who is seeking MANAGEMENT OPPORTUNITY.
The applicants selected will be trained for branch management of a large growing financial service company. Aggressive, ambitious person with a pleasing personality is desired. Good starting salary and complete program of employee benefits. Apply to Northeast Financial Services, 6283 Magnolia, Riverside 684-9580.

---

### Professional Typing

- $1.00 for sociological essay on why you’ll want to show the world how trained for branch manager of a large or $2.50 for the anti-heart bumpersticker bumpersticker, to:
  - Bryn Mawr, CA 92318
  - Send extra posters on campus. Earn $500 or more each school year. 1-800-243-

### Female Roommate Wanted.

- Neat individual to work consistently 2-4 hours per week, placing and filling posters on campus. Earn $200 or more each school year. 1-800-243-6705. 4/18

---

### FOR RENT:

- 3 bedroom. Fireplace. Two car garage. 1 1/2 baths. Washer, Drapes, near Cal State. Sacrifice - $520.00 month. Call: 887-9628 (home) or 886-7811 ext. 320 (work).

---

### Exciting Intramural action now open to everyone!

- Sign up with your college Intramural/Recreational Sports Department and join the fun. Winners will receive prizes courtesy of Ford Motor Company.

---

### FORD BRONCO II

- FORD BRONCO II presents VOLLEYBALL CLASSIC

---

### Raw Text End
Issues That Will Effect Students

Several campus issues and news items will be of concern to students this quarter. The following are some of those issues facing students which will be covered by the Cal State Chronicle.

The Associated Students elections will be held April 18 and 19. The choice of candidates should be of major importance to all students as these elected students decide on what over approximately $100,000 in the student fees will be spent. These few students will make funding decisions on programs like the Book Co-op, emergency financial aid loans, the newspaper and yearbook, the health fair, speakers, Thursday night dances, committee for clubs, evening student programs and much more.

Another issue this quarter will be the final preparations for intercollegiate sports which will begin next fall. Selections for coaches are now underway.

Whether Cal State College San Bernardino will become Cal State University San Bernardino this academic year will be decided at the Board of Trustee meeting in late May. Although this change will not effect funding, it will have an impact on the perception and prestige of this campus.

Another news item of concern to students this quarter is the petition currently being circulated by Black History Week and Mecha charging that Associated Students is discriminatory in its admissions process and libel laws.

Guest Analysis

Language and Society in America

by Dennis Hatcher

In 1948, Eric Blair, more commonly known the world over as George Orwell, wrote a book in which he described a society whose government communicated through the use of a language called Newspeak, which was a corruption of the English language, so that the meanings of words and phrases were changed. In this manner, the government could control society by controlling information through language abuse. The Ministry of Truth, for example, was in actuality in ministry for lies and propaganda; the Ministry of Peace was a place where wars and tactics were planned. The year, and the book’s title, in which this scenario takes place is 1984.

Anyone who is even remotely inclined to consider the importance of language, and its usage among populations, is aware that he did not have to wait until the calendar year 1984 to see Newspeak become a reality. There are roots to the Orwellian prophecy which reach back to the very origins of language. Most of us are aware of such terms as “in a family way” or “trouble” when referring to pregnancy; these terms are at least 100 years old. But language perversion and corruption did not seem to reach maturity in the United States until the 1960’s.

In the vernacular of today’s military, “police-action” has replaced the more formidable word “war” when talking about battles, death and destruction. Police-action tends to infer a certain morality to war, and as just about everyone knows, war is the most immoral thing known to man. War is a reality and when addressing the military, military authorities tend to shy away from the stark realities of Anglo-Saxon descriptives.

During the “Southeast Asia Police Action” (translation: Viet Nam War), it became fashionable, and necessary, in light of anti-war sentiment for military authorities to present the most dignified image to the public as was possible. As a result, executions and murder of enemy soldiers was known as “termination with extreme prejudice.” Another term that enjoys popularity today, as seen in the Military Science textbooks on this campus, is “neutralize,” this means to wipe out the enemy-to-kill him. Such incredible language, kill is such an ugly word and tactics were planned.

The year, and the book’s title, in which this scenario takes place is 1984. Anyone who is even remotely inclined to consider the importance of language, and its usage among populations, is aware that he did not have to wait until the calendar year 1984 to see Newspeak become a reality. There are roots to the Orwellian prophecy which reach back to the very origins of language. Most of us are aware of such terms as “in a family way” or “trouble” when referring to pregnancy; these terms are at least 100 years old. But language perversion and corruption did not seem to reach maturity in the United States until the 1960’s. Language and the Military

In the vernacular of today’s military, “police-action” has replaced the more formidable word “war” when talking about battles, death and destruction. Police-action tends to infer a certain morality to war, and as just about everyone knows, war is the most immoral thing known to man. War is a reality and when addressing the military, military authorities tend to shy away from the stark realities of Anglo-Saxon descriptives.

During the “Southeast Asia Police Action” (translation: Viet Nam War), it became fashionable, and necessary, in light of anti-war sentiment for military authorities to present the most dignified image to the public as was possible. As a result, executions and murder of enemy soldiers was known as “termination with extreme prejudice.” Another term that enjoys popularity today, as seen in the Military Science textbooks on this campus, is “neutralize,” this means to wipe out the enemy-to-kill him. Such incredible language, kill is such an ugly word and tactics were planned.

The year, and the book’s title, in which this scenario takes place is 1984.